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266 Pioneer Parkway, Waco, Texas 76708

Twisted Nail Broker Services, LLC.

Each type of granite has its own specialty, use, and location; our 

team has the proper resources to locate the exact type of granite 

you need for your next commercial or residential job. We pride 

ourselves in being efficient and effective, delivering the right 

material, on time, every time! Call our team for assistance in safely 

delivering your quarry direct granite aggregate to any Texas 

jobsite.

Granite is a durable and strong stone that varies in colors and 

patterns, though its usual colors are white, light gray, and pink. 

Compared to other rock and stone, granite is more resistant to 

exterior forces and is very durable when compared to other 

crushed aggregate such as Limestone.

We Are Your Trusted
Granite Provider

Our Granite Is Widely Used
For Architecture

Versatile Granite Aggregate Supply

GET A QUOTE

Start Your Granite Order Today

254.651.3597

info@twistednail.com
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Granite Base is a mixture of dust (0”) up to a specific 

sized crushed rock. The mixture of materials bonds well 

and creates very solid roads or foundations. Commonly 

used in driveways, concrete sub-base, and to build pads 

supporting large machinery.

Decomposed Granite is a popular material for 

landscaping and in building pathways or parking lots. 

Offered in very fine grades of rock mixed with dust, 

giving the material excellent bonding ability and 

providing aggregable walking surfaces.

Granite bull rock is a screened rock of a consistent size, 

typically 2”-6” in diameter. Most often used to bolster 

high traffic areas, such as construction jobsite 

entrances, and to help mitigate erosion.

Rip Rap is screened rock ranging from 6 to 36+ inches in 

diameter. Frequent use in erosion control projects and 

serves as an effective fill material in various construction 

applications.

Granite rock is durable, attractive, and is offered in a 

range of screened size options. Composed of feldspar, 

quartz, mica, and minerals, each unique rock is flexible 

enough to suit indoor and outdoor applications.
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